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W ords of W isdom from a Great M an -

By Brenda Harris

Many people are overcome by depression, and th is could have been mv| sto ry . On February 14, ITT? at 8 :0 4 cum., 1watched mv) father die, but somehow I
saw a great peace come over his face, a s if his job here was complete, and the pain he suffered fo r v)ears was gone. IJes it hurt to the deepest p arts o f mv)
heart and soul, to watch him go, leave me, his babv). At that moment 1 realized th is was not the end. In his la st moments he told me to continue living his lega
cy. To live a god fearing life not to take people, and the earth fo r granted. This a few sh ort davjs before he was admitted to the hospital, he said to me, "it’s
time fo r v|ou to live the greatness as 1 have.” I was an adult with three vjoung children. 1 did not understand that his statem ent had such wisdom behind it.
This man mv| father who had suffered 20-plu s v)ears in pain, and lived a verv] poor

j

——>— —.

life — how could he believe that was great

n ess? He stated to me that dav), 1will trv] to explain now. He proceeded to tell me,

'Brenda

Lee, look out that window, what do v|ou see?”
I said, "A mountain.”
Then he said "And?”
1 said "clouds, trees, bushes, cactus, and animals.”
He said, "Now look in the mirror and what do vjou see?” 1 said "me.”
Then he told me to look at pictures. 1said, "Familvj.”
He said, "E>aby girl, which is greatness.

j

Everything you ju st looked at is Clod’s greatness. Our greatest gift from him

i£

everything that surrounds us. Not money, not a pain free life, not even su ccess. It’s the beauty

we £ee

the trees, the things we hear our children’s laugh, the things we smell apple pie cooking, and t a s te o f the apple pie.” On the hor-

rible

day that I lo st my daddy, I heard his words once again as the peace that came over his face. Every time 1 sta r t to feel depression near, I’m reminded o f th o se
glorious things, (qod gave u s that 1 had never really saw before, until my dad had pointed th ese things out that day on his hill. This was the greatest man 1
have ever known, a man o f wisdom, foresight, and intelligence. My only hope is, that 1will have all o f his greatness, and wisdom, when it comes time fo r me
to explain th ese things to my adult children.

Who Really Knew . Brit Burnam
We always want more. We can never 6e Happy with what we have. Sometimes we thinhjwe wiCCnever he good enough. 1believe cdCo f these aspects have to do
with a personality that is sociahCe or non sociahhe. “On the SociaCNature o f Wonsocial(Perceptions” written hy James (. Qieggan, "University o f Louisville says, research in
sociaCpsychoCogy hasfocused predominancy on how individuals thinfjandfeel about other people. ”
dor instant someone with a socia6le personality seems to have more confidence in themselves, so therefor they also thinlpositive o f others. (Being social shows
that one helieves enough in his or her thoughts and feelings that he or she is not afraid to ta ilo r tell a ll ahout them. Whereas non socialpeople seem to he afraid because
they have never had the assurance that they are truly good enough to express themselves. Won social humans have issues w ith ashing questions even when an answer is
needed. ‘They are afraid that others w ill th in ly hey are not intelligent or maybe they are not good enough.
Wot only does sociability play a huge role in the way we f e e l about ourselves, but it also plays a huge role in being outgoing. Wumans that have a hard time tailing to
others have the tendancy to locfthemselves up in their room, and not be involved. Social people lily to be leaders and go out in the w orld to male a difference, but that is
because they grew up with a fam ily that always believed in them and supported them in a ll they did. When a non socialperson even thinls o f trying to be a leader they
immediately thintyofall thefla w s they have. They constantly say bad things about themselves and never see any good. I truly believe that could be due to afamily that
always expected more. They never made their childrenfeelg o o d enough, orfrom a fam ily or group o f peers that have always spolen negative words o f others that are out
going. When a child feels as i f he or she is not good enough and has no confidents in themselves, then that is where we start getting issues with students not working to
theirfullest potential.
Students really start realizing how unsociable they truly are when they are in college and do not have mom or dad there anymore doing every thingf o r them.
When students are going through college it is up to them to get involved and to tale action in things that w ill better theirfuture. Treshmen in college get this misleading
idea in their mind as i f they are alone and that they are the only ones going through whatever it is that they are going through. O f course they are not alone; there are
thousands o f fir s t year college students that are ju st as lost. The difference between some is that the more social students f in d answers to their millions o f questions
whereas a student that is not as sociablefeels inadequate o f doing so. They thinhthey are going to be thought o f as dumb! (which they have probably heard that said
about others before.) That is where success starts or ends! I f a student feels as i f they are not good enough to ashforhelp in college then what males them th in ly hat
they could be successful one day! Won sociable humans have so much ability and potential that they do not even realize it. They ju st play the poor poor p itifu l me game,
which is a ley to failure.
JTumans with a ll hinds o f personalities need to realize that they are not alone. There are others in the w orld that areju st as afraid and do not really Inow what
the next step in the life is and they areju st as lost as their neighbor is. J4. non socialperson is lile a fish out o f water, a person that is uncomfortable out o f his or her com
fo rt zone. Socialpersons are lile w ild flowers that have bloomed and are ready to explore the world! I guess, sometimes we ju st have to stop and realize that non social
humans need to hear that they are good enough, because it never hurts to give others a bust o f confidents!
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I Hate that I Love You - BrLttiA-etjjoiA.es
Lollie, an online source said, "Love can exist without hate. But hate can't exist without love because
it is love, just not at its best side." Love is a warm summer's day, down by the meadow, ready to play.
Hate is a bitter winter night, fro st bite creeping through windows biting one's toes. Couples that
deceive, get hitched too quickly, or simply dwindle out of love, leave one to wonder if there is really
a thin line between love and hate. According to an online article written in The Independent, Profes
sor Semir Zeki stated, “Like love, hate is often seemingly irrational and can lead an individual to he
roic and evil deeds.
Nothing in a relationship can consume ones thoughts greater than inquiring if one's spouse is cheat
ing or not. In historic time, when a married couple assumed deception was taking place, the wife typ
ically waved it o ff fo r the sake of her family. While the male, on the other hand, usually struck his
wife in secrecy. Finding out from the early 1900s to the late 1900s, however, was not as easy as it is
in the modern society with the advanced technology. (Soing through a phone, hidden cameras, and
even Maury are just a portion of the devices used to expose a partner in the act.
Another reason that thin line is drawn is the fact that some couples get hitched too quickly. As
teenagers, the firs t boy or girl that becomes interested in him or her most likely believe they have fallen in love and marry a fte r only a few months,
sometimes even weeks of courting. Not knowing who the other person really is, but later discerning that he is no prince charming and Cinderella does not
quite f it her personality either.
Perhaps simply dwindling out of love is what brings about that line. Couples that have been en masse quite a while tend to grow disinterested in each oth
er. At the threshold of the relationship the man may have sent sweet morning texts, sent flowers for no reason, taken his precious Amor on dates, or
said I love you every day. I f a fte r time went on, and these sweet antics stopped, the once "love of one's life" can become one's worst enemy overnight.
The war between love and hate will never cease to exist as long as deception, getting hitched too quickly, and dwindling out of love have a say so. "Hate is
often considered to be an evil passion that should, in a better world, be tamed, controlled and eradicated. Yet to the biologist hate is a passion of equal
interest to love," says Zeki.

Works Cited
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DeShawna Smyth
I have never been fond of heights. I love a good thrill, don't get me
wrong, but ladders, rooftops, mountains, and bridges (just to name
a few) all give me cold chills up my back. I have travels all across this
country but never outside of its borders. That is until February 13,
2011.
My husband is from England. He moved here in 2001 and had not
seen is mother since then. It is our dream to move over to England one day, but we have yet to be able to do that.
We had some money saved up, and tickets already bought, to go on a visit to England. I have never been on a plane,
not even in a helicopter, so this would be my first adventure in flying.
Rollercoasters, and any other thrill ride, have always been something my grandfather and I have loved. Flying was
something far different to me though. I have seen far too many plane crashes on the news. I never particularly want
ed to be in an in closed cabin 30,000 feet or more in the air.
We left for Oklahoma City on Saturday, February 13 for our flight to Atlanta. We arrived the recommended two hours
early, checked in, checked our baggage, then went to our gate and waited. I was calm and collected until they finally
called our flight for boarding. I all of a sudden developed a cold sweat and became pale. My husband assured me that
all would be well and managed to calm me down, not only for my comfort, but for the sake of our two small children
flying with us!
The flight to Atlanta was not one that I was looking forward to. I call it a jumper jet, but it was actually a Delta Air
lines CRJ 700. This jet can accommodate anywhere from 70 to 96 passengers. This, to me seems so tiny. This first ride
turned out to be smooth and comfortable though. There was no passenger in the seat next to me, so I was able to sit

comfortably and enjoy the ride. My true challenge would come later.
We had a two hour layover in Atlanta. This airport is a large international airport with departures at one end and arri
vals at the next. We landed after 8p.m. at was set to take off a little after 10p.m. This gave ample time for my two
boys to stretch their legs and for my husband and me to grab some much needed coffee! Thank God there was an ac
tual Starbucks!
It was dark outside and the windows of the airport were heavily tinted, so we were not able to fully see the plane
as it arrived at our terminal. We were able to see the outline but that really isn't a true indicator of the sheer size of
this beautiful aircraft. I was however shocked when boarding our Boeing 767. It had more room than I had originally
expected. We realized we were placed in the front row of Coach, and this was a mistake for a family with two small
children. No one under the age of 16 is allowed to sit in these seats since they carry responsibilities with them in case
of an emergency. The two rows behind us were empty, allowing us much more comfort as well! To our surprise, this
flight was only half booked! What luck! I highly recommend a half booked plan and night flying, especially with small
children! We stretched out and slept most of the way there!
We woke to the sun rising over the Atlantic Ocean and a wonderful breakfast served to us by our lovely flight
attendants on Valentine's Day, February 14, 2011. This just so happens to be my eldest son's birthday. He turned 4
that day. The flight attendant overheard us telling him Happy Birthday and
alerted the captain that there was a few first time fliers on board, and one of
them was turning 4! Birthdays in the air are awesome! The captain asked that
we be the last to disembark and met us at the door singing our son "Happy
Birthday" then presented him with a set of wings from his own jacket, and a
business card with a personal note and signature all for my 4 year old! It is by
far the most memorial birthday, even though the landing had not been so
smooth for me.

DeShqwnq S«7ytb

M y heart Is mui^g.
My -pallets are sweating.
My -pupils are dilated.
My hands, are shaking.
4 you know the feeling

T>o you see my terror?
T>0 I remember the Info?

can i recall?
( did not sleep.
I cannot eat.
My nerves are shot,
it's fin a ls week.

u u u u u u u u u u
□ L i f e Lessons

-

.

Georgia VanNote

When I was little, every Sunday my sister and I would be sent over to Grandma and Grandpa’s house to keep them company. I never really wanted to go
because I could not stand the way Grandpa always told stories about his childhood. He loved my sister very much, but he always seemed to keep me around long
er than he did her. Maybe there was something special that he saw in me, but I became a little jealous of my sister. She was always right next to Grandma’s side,
helping her cook and testing everything to make sure it tasted just right. My grandma is one of the luckier ones and actually knows how to cook, and even to this
day when my sister and I stop by, she has a buffet waiting for us as soon as we walk through the door.

□
□
□
□
□

Grandpa and I became very close as the years went on. As I got older and older, I came to a realization that Grandpa’s stories were not that boring. It
turned out they were actually quite interesting. He would tell me stories about his mother and father, his brothers and sisters, and all the pets that he had when he
was a small child. The very first pet he ever had was a baby calf. He bottle fed it, washed it, and even tried to ride it. He told me that it took him nearly two years
to even get on its back. Every time he tried, it would buck him off, and it would run away into the pasture next to their house. He also told about his school years
and when he got in a brawl with his best friend, Todd, in high school. Grandpa told me that Todd tried dating his little sister, and after they started dating Todd
tried to hit her a few times. After Grandpa told me this, I could tell he became uneasy thinking back to that time.
He suddenly switched his thoughts to his college life and when he first met Grandma. He told me that he would hang out at the coffee shop on Main
Street. He became obsessed with this girl that always wore a little white dress. He would sit there and wait for her, and she would always come at the same time
every day. Eventually she began to notice that he was only there when she was, and she confronted him. He would lie and say that he was only there for the cof
fee, but she knew otherwise. One day, he finally asked her out. Of course she said no, but that never stopped him. He was so amazed by this beautiful woman that
he bribed her until she finally agreed to go on one date. They went to the county fair, and he won her a teddy bear just like all the other love stories you hear. It
was love, and they both knew it. After a few years they finally got married and had a few kids of their own. Soon after Grandpa got drafted into the army.

His army days were full of chaos and many tears. He missed his five children and his beautiful wife, but the seven years of torture passed by quickly. He
- would never tell me much about what happened in the other countries, but I knew they could not be good. All he would say is, “What happened, happened and
that is all you need to know.” I knew it was probably traumatizing, so I just left it alone. After he was released, there was trouble with the home life. Some of the
kids were on drugs, and Grandma was wanting a divorce, but once Grandpa glued everything back together, he felt like he was finally home again.

When grandpa passed away, Grandma’s attitude never changed. She is still the same woman she was when Grandpa was still here. She still cooks, cleans,
and does laundry. She tells my sister and me that when she goes she will see Grandpa again and that is why she is not sad. She also jokes around and says that
just because he passed away does not mean he gets a break from her. Grandma and Grandpa have taught me so many life lessons that I will cherish forever. I
have learned to never take anything for granted because it might not be there forever, to always protect your family, and to never give up on something or some■ ■ I one you love. I know now that even if you think something is boring or annoying, eventually you will find it to be just a little bit interesting.

I Did
B>v|: 5 orah Sutherland

*1 ctood in tfa parlor and witneeeed my {inet miracle. 7 fare were eo many fieojde in one tiny home that

*1

ewore tfa wade were expanding ju et to Aeep tfa party inside. 7Aie woe no reception; tAie woe a {eetival. *7fa an.onto, o{
ecnatcA redpee, tfa faun o{ dnunAen voiced, and tfa ecnatcAiny draw o{ a fiddle made tfa ain romantic. Svenyone wae in
love, Ajuitane eAouted.
7 fa ra{tene were liyAted with wAat loofad lifa decoratione {pom laet yean e @Anietmae. 7Aie woe a modeet attem pt to
tnauo{iy<ire an ondinany room into a Aall {it to dance in. /ljet tfa Aeauty o{ tAie wAimey epofa tfa truth: thie weddiny wad
planned in a week 'e time.

owever, tfa {family didn t even notice.

@hildren ran, women lauyhed, men played in tfain own Hand, and tfa old eat and watefad with eyee charmed witA
enow e {ootpninte. 7 fane wae lauyhiny, there wae Aieeiny, tAene wae drinhiny, tAene wae playiny, there woe eatiny. TUood
{loone cneaAed unden tfa weiyAt o{ oun joy.
/Autumn maAee people need to {ind tAein own reaeon to celeArate. 7Aie niyfa in OctoAer wae aAout tfa youny couple
tfa ueiyAdonAieod watcAied yrow {pom toddlene to one eoul tied into matrimony and hound Ay tfa Aleeeiny o{ Ajod.
7 fa yroom held Aie Aride and epun in elow cinclee in tfa middle o{ wAat, unden normal cincumetancee, wae tfa liviny
room. 7 fa Anide {looted aAove a {amity carpet. Tier countenance told tfa yueet, “Svenythiny ie oAay.

7 fare were no taAlee

on cAaine Aeeidee tfa etaine that lead to tfa upper level o{ tfa fame, *1 liAed it, a weddiny with no eeatiny annanyentente.
*We were a ll annanyed Ay ynace, under one roo{, {on one niyAt, and {on one punpoee: 7o love one another.

Grandparents
By: Wyatt Hill
1wasn’t too excited about spending the summer taking dare o f mij grandparents. It’s not what evervj 17vjear-old bovj has in mind. E>ut mi| grandfather dame down with a serious illness about a vjear ago from todavj. The
dodtors said it was a death sentende and he would be dead within the vjear if we removed him from the hospital. What
the dodtors didn’t antidipate is th at he would redeive exdellent dare at his own home. Mv| mother has been a nurse fo r near
ly 20 vjears; she has had plentvj o f experiende taking dare o f elderlvj people. E>ut she dould not be there fo r him evervj davj, so
asked me if I dould fill in fo r her. I thought it was going to be awful taking dare o f mv| old grandparents from eight to eight. I waspedting mvj view o f them to be dhanged forever and mtj view on all elderlvj people to be dhanged.
On mvj first davj there I had mvj mother showing me what to do, and the first thing l realized was how mudh thevj needed help. Thevj dould
barelvj do anvjthing on their own/ When thevj to do something, thevj would nearlvj fall or hurt themselves in the prodess. Mvj grandfather had no
idea what medidines to take or when to take them. Also he would never take his breathing treatments unless someone made him. Mvj sweet
grandmother would trvj to take dare o f him as best as she dould, but she is 83> and has had troubles taking dare o f her own self. It never dame
to mvj attention how mudh thevj needed the help until I was there. I also believed it would be a boring job, whidh dhanged djuidklvj.
At first I thought there was a smell, like how old people have th at distindt old person smell. It turned out to be ju st vinegar mvj grand
mother was drinking. I still have no idea whvj she would drink th at dreadful stuff. It was also vervj loud with loud musid plavjing, both grandpar
ents vjelling at eadh other (not intentionallvj), and the TV blaring. B»oth mvj grandparents are a little deaf. Mvj grandfather wears hearing aids th at
don’t ever seem to work, and mvj grandmother is too proud to admit th at she has hearing damage. So there is a lot o f noise all the time. Thevj
also need to be fed. Mvj grandparents don’t get up and drive to the grodervj store. Mvj granddad tried and wound up running through homeland
with his car! I trvj to fix them food th at ta ste s okav] but I am not the best dhef. When taking dare o f people fo r 12 hours a davj, fo r weeks at a
(Continued on page 15)

time, v|ou tend to realty talk to someone and learn about their past. 1wasn’t expecting mvj grand-father to have th at interesting o-f a. past until I
got to know him.
After taking care o-f them -for a. couple weeks mvj grandfather told me stories about whenever he was in WW2. About how he -fought fo r
our countrvj and was placed all over the world at different locations. He was in the air force and his job was someone who mapped out where
bombs would be dropped in Japan. He also remembered when thev] stormed the beach on Normandy. How the enemvj was hiding in the trees
picking us o ff like flies. There is never a dull moment with mv| granddad. He has so manv] interesting stories about his childhood th at is differ
ent from ours todavj. These are the people th at are wise and have lived long fulfilled lives and should be treated with the utm ost respect. 5ure
thevj can be grumpvj sometimes, fo r example about halfway through the summer I told mvj granddad to breathe through his oxijgen tube, which he
has heard a thousand times. His response made me laugh.
"fcovj I oughtaslap vjou”, he said in his grumpvj raspvj voice. What he didn’t realize was mvj grandmother walking around the corner/ He
was in some serious trouble. She scolded him for hours and still will not let him live it down.
J u s t because thevj become grumpvj and impatient doesn’t give us the right to neglect our interesting important people and we wouldn’t
be alive without them. I went over to take care o f them this past summer thinking with would be a drag. I ended up learning a lot about how the
past was and the hardships th at our elders went through to give us this brighter future. I learned a newfound respect for our elders. We
should spend time with them for what precious little time we have left. Thevj mavj look old and wrinklvj and mavjbe even smell o f vinegar, but thevj
are the
th at

sw eetest people and all thevj want is to talk to their familv] a bit. Thevj deserve at least th at much respect. 1am eternallvj grateful
1spent time with them this summer and reallvj got to know them. For thevj are trulvj wonderful interesting people, and I’m
proud to savj that mvj grandfather is alive todavj because o f the good care he receives from his familvj.
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By DeShawna Smyth

Just around the corner,

Isust so deep,
Shaking with Want,
My heart you may keep.

On the other side of the
door,

©ut you don’t see me,

There you stand,

you don’t know,

I am heated to the core.

The desire I feel,
The feelings I cannot
show.

your lips are so soft,
fit least 1ean dream,
To kiss them I need,
My heart wants to
scream.

I wish I was sexy,
1Wish 1Was yours,
1wish I was skinny,
My dream soars.

But in this moment I am
perfect,
In this moment I have
you,
Our desire is the same,
you feel the same way
too.
Then the scene starts to
blur,
The dawn starts to break,I
The edges grow dark,
fl new day I must make.

Photos by Mandy
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In it* u*ual wcu|.

C L O C K

I *tudvj the clock,

B S: T 9 !er VJ, Burcli

A* it goe* tick, tock.

1*tudi| the dock,
A* it goe* tick, tock.

I ponder it* place,

A* it keep* it* pace.

1-follow it* rhijme,

It *eem* to run,

With the pa**age o-ftime.
It moves along,

&ut then it walk*.

No care -for the *ea*on.

For it alwaij* talk*.

It cau*e* r\o wrong,

I *tudv| the clock,

It know* onlvj reason.

A* it continue* to mock.

I ^tudvj the clock,
A* it goe* tick, tock.
1watch minuter go bi|,

It remind* me o-f the *trife,
That we go through in life.

E>u11 know not whv|.

Awav| for an end.

It *eem* to tower,

I hope it i* kind,

E>ut al*o to *wol|.
It count* even) hour,

And allow* all to mend.

It ha* it* -fun,

I hope it will -find,

artwork b Y William barr

Wrecked Day

&ydnee ’&eafey

Did you ever feel invincible as a teenager? I am certainly guilty of this
sense. Seconds after I received my driver's license a couple of years ago, the
thought of harm on the streets and highways flew out of the window. I had nev
er thought about the possibility of a wreck that could harm someone because I
knew that could never happen to me. I was soon, though, proved incorrect. A
wonderful day as a legal driver was eventually labeled as a failure.
Approximately a month after I passed my driver's test, I had a desire to take
a trip with some of my very close friends. It was a warm day, and the sun shined
its rays harshly on me, as I recall. The clouds in the sky seemed to fade away
and
disappear like they were hiding from society. Gladly, there was still a
slight breeze that made for a comfortable evening. Unfortunately,
the evening was about to turn into something far from comfort
able.

Three of my friends scrambled into my brand new Mustang,
and we took off on the road to an unknown destination. I
think we all enjoyed the thrill of a trip excluding any organi
zation. All four of us noticed the emptiness in the sky when
there were no clouds to spot. The light blue sky made us pause and
gaze at it while the bright sun beamed down on the world. It was effortful to
soak in the scene, and it was more than just a peaceful site.

a

I had been driving with my friends for roughly half an hour when we came
upon an intersection. With no hesitation, I failed to slow down and stop. My ac
tions would quickly prove to be a simple, foolish mistake. I noticed from the cor
ner of my left eye that a huge truck was headed right for us. The truck was
bright yellow and drove on tires taller than I was. It felt like for that slight mo
ment my tiny vehicle held an imaginary target for the truck's enjoyment. The
Struck instantly smashed into the front of the car, causing it to roll one and a half
times. The driver attempted to hit the brake before our collision, but he was just
going way too fast to stop.

7A c G r e a t e s t T r e a s u r e

G y N ic o G e Q a G ih d o

The dictionary's definition of “family” is “a group consisting of parents and children living togeth
er in a household” (“family”). Now even though this is true, family is much more than parents and chil
dren living together. It is a relationship between people who love and care for one another no matter
the circumstances, family is supportive, earing, and most of all loving, family is truly one of the great
est treasures a person can have.
“When everything goes to hell, the people who stand by you without flinching—they are your
family” said, Jim Butcher, fl New york Times bestselling author best known for his contemporary fanta
sy book series “The Dresden files.” We may encounter many obstacles in life and not know what to do
or how to handle the situation, fo r instance, when 1decided to move to Oklahoma, my parents were
there to support and give me guidance, fls for me, before my son’s big game, I'm always there in the
stands, supporting him to his next touch down. Our family will be there by our side to support and
guide us through the difficult obstacles and also to share the greatest moments of life.
Not only is family supportive, they are earing. They care for us when we are sick in bed with a
cold by making homemade chicken soup, or when we come home from football practice with a sprained
ankle. They are there to take care of us until we recover. Just as they care for us, we need to care for
them as well, family is a great blessing.
On the other hand as much as your family is caring, the most treasured part is the unconditional
(Continued on page 25)

1ove between each other. That special bond between one another will help as get through the biggest
challenges in life. We will never forget how our family comforted us after a terrible tragedy-how you
felt like everything was falling apart, but the love among one another helped us get through it and
made everything a little easier. “No matter what you've done for yourself or for humanity, if you can’t
look back on having given love and attention to your own family, what have you really accomplished,”
stated Clbert Hubbard, an flmeriean writer, publisher, artist, and philosopher from the early 1900's.
flfter all, family is the foundation of all support, care, and love, fl great quote from the 26th Gov
ernor of Oklahoma ©rad Henry once said, “families are the compass that guides us. They are the in
spiration to reach great heights and our comfort when we occasionally falter.” fllways treasure your
family, for they are our foundation and greatest gift we can have.

W orfes
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Cherish Every Minute - by Leslie Macias
feisty a diuyle paneut mahed my monucuyv hectic. *7 have m ultiple thiuyd tv da w ith tittle time.
W y monuiuyd uduatly dtant a t 6 am, which it &d till danh outvide, mahiuy it ju d t a h it handen tv yet
up. 7Vhv wautd tv yet out o^ bed th a t easily? Jinet, my alastm yved ofa a t dix-thinty am and *1 dnay
myeelff out o^ bed. 'Hext, *1 mahe my way tv the bathnovm tv wadh my face, bnudh my teeth aud p u t
my contacts iu dv *7 cast dee. "Hext, *1 head tv the hitcheu aud dtant bneahfaidt fan, my dauyhten.
Hheu about deveu-thisity *1 ye aud wahe hen up do ohe cau eat aud yet neady fan dchovl. Sh e usual
ly telld me

‘TKomma , the houde drnelle do yood *1 could eat it up. ”

yettiuy my dauyhten'd touch yoiuy ou the dtove ou low heat. Ttlhile touch
id ou dtove, *7 dtant inouiuy hen dchovl clothed aud my clothed. Ouce we
one dsiedded aud neady fan dchovl, *7 tahe hen faod ofa the dtwe aud p u t
iu hen thenmvd aud fauidh pachiuy up hen touch. Jiu a tly, we yet iu the
can aud head tv dchovl. £veo thouyh oun monuiuyd one hectic, *1
wvuldu t have it auy othen way. *7 chenidh eveny tittle mvmeut *7 have
with my dauyhten f

’TKeauwhile, *1 am

The Trials of Dealing with Sorrow! ~ by
Kimbra Thomas
A ll people at some point in their lives go through a time that
brings them sorrow, gome go through more than others. Going
through sorrow is something that no one ever wants to go through,
but sometimes we have no choice. I pray every day for the people who are
stantly going through sorrow every day of their lives.

con

I have recently had to deal with something that changed my life forever. Early November
I had gone to Childress, T X , to checK on my uncle. He was in his late 70’s and wasn’t doing
very well health wise. Of course when I would talK to my uncle on the phone, he didn’t act
as badly as what his health actually was. The day I got to Childress I noticed my uncle had
lost a lot o f his color, and he had lost a lot o f weight. My uncle is a big man, so for him to
lose weight was a very uncommon thing. That day I forced my uncle to go to the doctor
because we were going to get to the bottom o f his health issues.
A fte r going to see the doctor, my uncle was told that he needed to go
see a specialist because they had found a mass on his lung, and they
who? had a feeling it could be lung cancer. A weex later I tooK
him to a specialist in LubbocK, TX- A fte r all the results from the
(Continued on page 29)

many tests that he had to taKe came bacK, we found out that he had
stage 3 lung cancer. There were only ? stages to the cancer that he
had, so they caught his cancer really late. The doctors told him
that at the rate he was going he would only live up to 6 more
months.
“You will only live up to 6 more months” were the worst words I could have
ever
heard. I was terrified. My uncle was one of the closest people in my life. We did everything
together, and the thought of all of that ending was awful. I’m a senior this year, and all I
could thinK was that my graduation would be the last accomplishment he would ever get
to see me have. My uncle was at everything and made sure saw all of my accomplishments.
My uncle was the type of person to say, “I f it is my time to go then I ’m going.” That was
probably the best attitude to have, but that was not the attitude I wanted him to have. I
wanted to hear him say, “ I’m going to fight through this, and I will not lose this battle,” but
that is not what I ever heard. My uncle chose to taKe chemo and radiation, and that was
the
__ only thing I had agreed with that he had said.

A few weeKs later he tooK his first round of chemo. I was taKing
him to every appointment because 1 refused to let him be alone.
A fte r his first treatment my Nana decided that she was going to
go live with him so she could taKe care of him. There for a while he
(Continued on page 30)

was doing really wen. I would talK to him on the phone every day because I
wanted to hear his voice for myself. On January 30th my mom woKe me
up at ? in the morning. When she sat down on my bed, 1 could ten she
had been crying, and I Knew exactly what she was going to say. She
told me that my uncle had passed away. That was it. I didn’t Know if I
was going to be able to handle anything after that. That day was the
worst day of my entire life, and every day I thinK of him. Going through my senior
year without him has been the hardest thing I have ever had to deal with. Knowing that he
will not be there for my last prom, or my graduation breaKs my heart.
Everyone has been telling me that there are some things that are better o ff happening
sooner than later. Now that I thinK about, it my uncle did not have to suffer through that
chemo, and radiation. He passed away in his sleep, and that was probably the best way for
him to pass. I have had many dreams about my uncle, and I Know that he is still with me in
Spirit. I was shown a Bible verse that had helped me a lot through this process. It is Joshua
1:9 “Have I not commanded you? Be strong and courageous. Do not be afraid; do not be
discouraged, for the Lord your God will be with you wherever you go.” you
will go through trials and deal with sorrow, but there will be good
things that come out of it even though you can not see it now.

Tou stare into the mirror

And le t him shout you u/hat is true

Do you lile whatpoo. see ?

in his eyes you are perfect

Wadiny throuyh flaw s is search ofperfection

Because true perfection was sacrificed fo r you

By Lacy Pryor

The Bible is the Perfect Mirror

The meaniny o f insanity

Don't he sad or shed a tear
What i f i toldyou
That through looe, mercy, molyraae
Perfection is attainable

Do not conform to earthly ways o f thouyht
Tor what society defines as perfect
is based only on what they were tauyht

By simply seeliny his face

instead rejoice in your new found Inowledye
i t can't he found in reta il stores
Tor the cooer o f a mayazine
B ut only throuyh reoelation o f The Word

Be nowJo yfu l in whatyou Inow
Spread the truth o f (fod's looe
Tor you reap what you sew

Which reflects your true identity

Cast down a ll insults andJudyement
With this comes understandiny
The true meaniny o f yrace
it's the unmeritedfaror he shouted
By remottiny our faults and taliny their /tlaae

Bo lay down your earthly mirror

Tor you are not whatyou hear
The Word says that you are made in Jesus 'per
fe c t imaye
And the B ihle is the p erfect mirror
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Heaven o h Gartfk

~ Gy M arisa Garcia

We have now lived in the coaotrg for almost five gears after living in the citg for sixteen. There are
mang differences between coantrg and citg life. The noises are unique, the road conditions are not
the same, and the views change.
There are mang noise comparisons between the coantrg and the citg. It is qaiet and peacefal in
the wilderness. On hot sammer dags the grasshoppers hiss as theg bardie after everg step dropped
on the dead cranchg grass. On warm evenings the silence is interrupted hg the soand of bobbers hitting the
water and the noisg croaking frogs that sarroand the pond. The howls of cogotes seize the qaiet night as evergthing else is starting to rest till
the morning comes. The san rising over the citg is like a bomb intrading the peace. Car doors start to slam and basg traffic begins to fill the streets.
Horns honk and people shoat as theg are ranning late for work. Sirens shriek through the air dag and night as theg rash to bring help.
Road conditions are not the same in the coantrg as theg are in the citg. it gets extremelg maddg after it rains. I love patting mg pickup in 1-wheel
drive and sliding down the stlckg roads. It’s exciting to see mad fig aroand the headlights and hearing it smack against the windows. People in the citg
don’t get the jog of madding. It’s nothing bat prettg painted pavement therel
Lets not forget aboat the beaatifal views of the coantrgside. Mg mornings start off with the most breathtaking sanrises, the kind foand on post
cards. Some mornings 111 wake ap to find the wildlife, sach as tarkeg and deer, right oatslde mg window. 1can stand on the back patio and see miles of
gorgeoas landscape scattered with trees and livestock. In the evenings mg view is lit bg barst of vibrant colors as the san Is setting in the west. It’s
mesmerizing to look ap and see the darkened skg fall of bright shining stars. Being in the citg, the view is blocked hg houses and buildings. The wildlife
is chased off bg the hasg pace and sounds of speeding traffic racing down the streets. Some people have never seen the water-color painted skies that we
get to see everg dag.
Crowing ap in the citg I didn’t know what life was like in the coantrg. After living oat here I would never give ap mg dirt roads for a basg street. Go
ing from citg to coantrg life is like dging and going to heaven.
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Parent Involvement: Children are Paying to Play ~ by Gunner Garrison
I wake up two hours before school to do the morning workout my father forces me to do every day. I do it to the best of my
eleven-year-old abilities, but it is never good enough fo r my dad. He wakes my little sister with his screams of tough encour
agement. When I finally finish I am forced to drink a protein shake that is absolutely disgusting. I t taste like cat food and
there is not a day that goes by that I do not have trouble getting it down. I just want to enjoy sports, but if I am not playing
perfect then I get punished. All of my friends love playing soccer and baseball, but my dad makes me hate it. This is not ju st a
illustration of how awful a dad or a mom can be in a young athlete's life, but these type of situations are happening throughout
America every single day. I try and put myself in a situation like that and to be honest I would not be able to handle the pres
sure mentally or physically. Th e fact of the m atter is that parents are being to hard on their young athletes and are ruining
some of the greatest time in these children's lives by treating their own child like a slave of whatever sport they choose. Pa; rental guidance is appropriate in all children's lives, but some parents are crossing the line when it comes to athletics or other
extra curricular activities.
I currently just finished watching the "Friday Night Lights" television series on N etflix, In this television series there is a
new quarterback in town to take over the Panthers starting job. This new athlete is J.D . McCoy and with his role he shows how
overbearing parents can really be. His father wants only success fo r his son and will not allow J .D . or anyone else to stand in
the way of that. J.D . is not allowed to go out a fte r a win and is up to workout every morning with his private quarterback coach
Th e producers of this show correctly portray the effects on athletes with parents like J.D.'s in showing us how detrimental it
can be to a child's mentality towards everything they do. J.D . ends up running away fo r a weekend and getting a girl pregnant
and maybe if his dad would have allowed him to enjoy his high school experience with his parents support a mistake like this
would not have been made. J .D . is a very good quarterback in the show, but is shown to not enjoy the game he loved anymore
fu rth e r into the series. This growing dislike fo r football is made known to be his father's fault and the forceful nature of suc
cess being shoved in his face whenever presented. When a major television series points out a problem like this. I t is obvious
that the topic is not just a fictional one. A non-fictional example of parents going overboard was written about in Sports Illus
trated in 1975. "W ithin what has been described as this " ra t’s nest of psychological horrors," it is not unusual fo r a child to
(Continued on page 37)

have his parent and/or coach falsify his birth certificate to get him into a favored division, one in which he might excel. O r
submit to starvation diets to make a weight. One coach in Florida says that he sees these kids, "flying around so high on diet
pills they can barely tell you their names."" (Underwood 92) This was fo rty years ago and parents were going to the extreme to
make sure their child succeed. Imagine parents now as athletics has just grown more and more into the way to be apart of the
upper class of children or what it takes to make their child cool. Parent involvement does not have to be directed at the child
in some circumstances. In the same Sports Illustrated article it says, "W ith so much riding on the outcome-bowl bids, adult
egos, bragging rights at the local pub— it was predictable that violence would creep into kids' football, and last month in Kis
simmee, Fla. a mob of adults attacked four coaches of a winning team of 12-year-olds with clubs and pipes, sending one coach
to the hospital. A cry from the crowd, "H e ’s dead!" apparently satisfied the mob and it withdrew just before the police a rrived.'XUnderwood 95) These events truly capture the extent parents will go fo r their children's success and in most cases in
youth sports it is not positive.
Th e amount of negativity around a child and an athletic event can have different effects on different children. A great ex
ample is Mickey Mantle and the experiences he overcame to become a Hall of Fame baseball player. Kelsey Crouse wrote,
"Centerfielder and firs t basemen Mickey "Th e Mick" Mantle, who played fo r the New York Yankees from 1951 through 1968,
experienced the repercussion of an overbearing sports parent. Mantle in a 1970 television interview shared how he wet the bed
until he was 16. He later developed emotional problems that led him to become an alcoholic. He couldn't handle the inappropri
ate amount of pressure placed on his shoulders. Mantle succeeded and became a professional athlete, but the chance of this
happening fo r most athletes is next to none."(mobridgetribune.com) I t is known that Mick's father was the source of his pres
sure and once his father was out of his life Mickey went on to become one of the all time great hitters in the history of base
ball. Th e facts show that overbearing parents have negative effects on children of all ages.
W hy do parents act in such ways? "...in response to the important and legitimate question, "why do some parents behave so
poorly at their child’s sporting event," the often parroted answer has been, "because no one told them they couldn’t." Such
simplistic analysis fails to provide direction fo r reforming youth sports, in terms of preventing sports rage, because it doesn’t
address the underlying reasons fo r poor parental behavior."(youthsports.rutgers.edu) I f parents realized what immature ac
(Continued on page 38)

tions they were partaking in affected their children parents would probably stop. Th e fact of the m atter is that parents act
ing out are usually the ones in control of the situation and spectators are not brave enough to explain to a fellow parent how to
raise their own child in such a way to not be rude or antagonizing. I think the child needs to step up and tell the parent that
the way they are treating them is causing negative affects. I f the child is willing to do this then the parent would realize what
is happening and possibly give in and become a supportive "its just a game" parent, which through time will end up having the
most positive effect.
Th ere is not a right or wrong way to be involved as a parent, but there is a detrimental and non-detrimental way. A non
detrimental way of being involved is explained by Lisa Heffernan in her article about parent involvement. Lisa states, "...
Wanting to win is human, it always feels b e tte r than losing. But our larger job as parents is not to teach our kids to do what
l

feels best, but rather to equip them fo r life without us. W e are charged with taking the longterm view and teaching our children what is important rather than what is expedient. I t is our job to teach them that they can only control their own e ffo rt,
preparation and focus and not the outcome...''(theatlantic.com) She also mentions how her son always wants to win, but just the
fun of playing with his best friends is enough. Th e way her son feels about athletics is a young child's way of looking at every
thing. Th e young athletes will get better with time and work, but the pushing and the pressure could push them down a path of
failure and parents need to realize what they are causing in their children's lives.
I love to use the way my parents treated me as a young athlete as a great example of parent involvement. My mom would ba
by me just like any other mother, but she also taught me to not give up on something just because I was not very good at it.
My dad is a coach and now educator so he had an abundant amount of knowledge about athletics, but yet he was never a coach
of mine or tried to tell me how to do every little thing whatever sport I was playing involved. His only words before every game
I ever played were, "run fast, jump high", and good jobs waited from him a fte r the games. Th e simple fact is that my parents
were involved in everything I did, but they found a happy medium between not caring and pushing me to my limits. All parents
need to take a deeper look into their relationships with their children and how well they are treating them. Then find that
happy medium before it is too late and their children's athletic careers they wanted so badly are cut short because of them.
John Wooden is a famous coach and his players admire him as a father figure as well. Wooden would always tell his players,
(Continued on page 39)
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"Consider the rights of others before your own feelings, and the feelings of others before your own rights." (goodreads.com)
I f parents would take a look at this quote and quit trying to relive the past or make the future then young athletes would have
time to grow and prosper before the pressure of parents and competing at a high level causes hate fo r such beautiful games.
Young athletes need support and love not pressure and anger. Across the nation young athletes are being caused pain and suf
fering because of the pressure of their parents. Th e crisis will only grow and what could the rest of America do to stop it?
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by. C h e k a to f f y .

'Being in a room w ith somebody andautom aticady feeCing w arm th there is an am azing thing. Maybe it's be
cause o f a person that has a smiCe a mde-wide a n d a Caugh th a t’s graceful Just being around a certain person
makes everybody have the same feedngs as him. 3~Ce w id aCways have a mde-wide smde andgracefuCCaugh.
This person couCd be w orried about so m any things, but never w orried about himseCf.
I have a person Cike that, m y best friend. I shouCd actuady say I h a d a person Cike that. M y best fr ie n d ju st
recentCy passed away on JbaCCoween morning. OnCy being a few weeks ago, it stiCCdoesn’t seem reaC. M y best
fr ie n d Seth Gardner ButCedge was sick his whoCe Cife. JCe ha d Cystic fibrosis fro m the time he was six months
oCd I was having a h a rd time w ith him being gone, so m y fa th e r sat me down a n d taCked to me.
JAdI couCd think about was it wasn’t fa ir. Qod h a d p u t this am azing person in m y Cife, then took him away
fro m me. I t was then m y fa th e r said, “AVasn’t S ethput in your Cife to teach you something? D idn’t you Cearn
something fro m him?”JCe d id teach me something. Jo never give up on myseCf, to never hoCd anything back,
even i f there is p a in to Cive on through it because Cife can be short. JCe toCdme before he passed that I was an
am azing g ift fro m Qod. Xnowing I h a d that k in d o f
im pact on his Cife w id w a rm m y heart forever.
lAaron AVatson sings the Cyrics “Showing o ff his
band new spanking wings a n d his barbed wire haCo”
they m ean so m uch because, th a t’s how I picture him
being in heaven. I miss him every day a n d think
about him everywhere I go. JCe’s here, aCways infCuencing me in m y Cife stiCC. I can’t step into that room
andfeeC the w arm th o f his smde anymore, aCthough
I canfeeC the w arm th o f his grace among me today.
Mow he never has to struggCe to breathe again.
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Equality in Writing

~ by Hunter Hines

For years the United S ta te s has fought and strived to bring down racial barriers to provide equal rights for people in this
country Although the barriers o f race and equality have been broken down for the m ost p art in everyday life, the writing community
has not fully grasped the concept• By looking a t works o f authors both men and women, black, hispanic, any other racial minority, or
■

white, one can see th at the conflict still today has an undermining effect on how we decide to analyze or ‘j udge’ their work- In this
paper we will be looking a t examples from Jacqueline Jo n es R oyster’s Dhen the First Voice You Hear Is N ot Your Own, Cornel U Jest’s
book Race M atters, and as well as other textural examples- It is my goal in this paper to confirm th a t the equality in the writing
community has not fully been rooted in the discipline and th at race does have an effect on how we perceive writing•
Hasn’t racial equality been gained in the United S t a t e s ? Some people may argue th at it essentially has- UJell, they’re right, by
law the United S ta te s has given equal rights to all citizens no m atte r what color their skin is- In fact ju s t recently, some sta te s th at
have had encounters with racial discrimination in the p ast are wanting to get the “ Voting Rights A ct" appealed! According to the
New York Times, Chief Ju stic e John 6- Roberts Jr - when asked about the situation simply sta te d “ Our country has
changed-” ( Roberts Jr - )- I think th a t by taking this step they are

trying to proclaim th at hey, racial discrimination is old news, we

don’t need those laws anymore- Haven’ t we proved ourselves worthy? I don’t want this paper to turn into a political debate, but
how can we, as nation say we are truly expressing equality when really racial tension still exists in areas like English composition? This
side o f the argument has a probable argument, on the surface, however the United S ta te s as a whole does a great job o f putting on
the mask o f “ Land o f the FREE and home o f the brave-” I’m not saying the United S ta te s isn’t a free country, but i f we look be
yond the ‘cover’, the sayings, and the laws, one can see th at racial discrimination does indeed still exist, more specifically in the Eng
lish community- But why is th is? If all races are “equal” then whyaren’t their inputs and voices ju s t as im portant as the
Jacqueline Royster is today the Dean o f Georgia Tech’s Ivan

r e s t?

Allen College o f Liberal Arts, as well as a Professor o f English in

the school o f Literature, Communication, and Culture- Royster, in her paper describes particular events th at stand out to me as a
(Continued on page 43)

great example o f how a voice th at should he heard like any other, isn’t ■

She describes the instance o f her “authentic voice-” Uhy

authentic? Dhy isn’t it like any o th er? Royster describes she feels tike the reason why this is, is “home training-’’ She says “ the concept o f ‘home training’ underscores the reality th at point o f view m atters and th at we m ust be trained to respect points o f view
other than our own-” (3 2 )■

The way we are ‘brought u p ,’ the things we are taught when we are growing up have a direct reflection

on how we see other people- She describes th at what some people grow up learning may not be how it is in the real world a t all( 3 2 ) - UJhen / think o f what she is saying the old saying “don’t judge a book by its cover" comes to mind- Race should not be something th at hinders us from hearing what someone has to say, it shouldn’t be a speed bump in the credibility o f their work- Royster
sta te s in her paper a saying th a t came to her is ‘do unto others as you would have them do unto you-’’ The ‘Golden Rule’ as it has
come to be known- But why has the ‘golden rule’ became more o f the ‘bronze rule’ in a sense?
The tarnishing o f the “golden rule” and the downgrade to the “bronze rule" is a good example o f the inequality we associate
among the races in different social classes- Personally, I believe th at th a t social class can be directly connected to the type o f educa
tion someone receives-

According to the American Psychological Association ( www-apa-org) this is exactly right- They sta te the follow-

ing educational facts: “ 1-) African Americans and Latinos are more likely atten d high-poverty schools than Asian Americans and Cauca
sians- And 2 -) [Recently] the high school dropout rate o f Latinos was highest, followed by those o f African Americans and American
Indians/Alaska N atives-” (APA)- Typically, even without knowing someone, i f they’re a different race we have pre-formed emotions o f
how we will perceive and accept them- This is essentially ju s t “judging a book by its cover-” / believe th at this is a reason in which
races other than ‘white’ are not receiving equality- The way in which race is presented, “ home trains” us from day one to view people
by how they look and not what they possess- It is reasons like this th at race still has an effect on how we perceive their voice, credi
bility, and overall equality- You see, I think th at the “ golden rule” is something th at has yet to be achieved, as o f now it is simply
something th at we strive for- Dhen the golden rule is fully p u t into action only then will we see th at race, wealth, social class, etc--do not m atte r when analyzing voice and opinionBy looking a t ju st about any work cited page, it is easy to see th at ‘credibility’ is not easily given to races other than whiteHere is what / mean by this, a small experiment i f you wish- Take a modern English textbook, analyze the table o f contents and the
(Continued on page 44)

authors it possesses- One will probably find th at for the m ost p art there is quite a racially diverse line-up o f w riters• Awesome!
Equality right? Now turn to one o f those authors and their work, preferably a white one, look a t the work-cited page• How many
foreign sounding names, women, and races other than ‘white’ do you find? See, credibility is not easily given; because o f the racial
boundaries th at still exist it is hard for writers to have a credible paper with insight from people who may be African American or
Latino- But why is it tike th is? UJhy is it so tough to give credit to someone who by law is ju st as equal as everyone else? According
to H- Richard /Vlilner IV the author o f his article, Analyzing Poverty, Learning, and Teaching Through a Critical Race Theory Lens, he
believes “ the race problem” as "... when race is used but not understood and [can] cause people to stereotype populations o f stu 
dents and their families based on their membership in particular groups-” (Milner)- This problem can be tied back to the ‘social class’
issue and the fact th at stereotypes happen every day and are a constant handicap in the educational worldCornel UJest is an American philosopher, academic, activist, author, intellectual, and member o f the Democratic Socialists o f
America, and is recognized as the first African American man to ever receive a Ph-D- a t Princeton in Philosophy- In his book, Race
M atters, he has numerous claims about the racial tension in America and his feeling on the issue- UJest in my opinion sta te s a claim
th a t really makes me put my thinking cap on, he exclaims, “ without the presence o f black people in America, European-Americans
would not be “ white” —they would be Irish, Italians, Poles, UJelsh, and other engaged in class, ethnic, and gender struggles over re
sources and identity- (1 0 7 -1 0 8 )- This doesn’t apply to only blacks, however- I feel as i f he is saying th at overtime the stereotypes
and constant degrading o f races based on skin color has carried through the undertones over time and still haunts us today- Since the
beginning o f the United S ta te s we have seen people with skin complexities o f ‘not-w hite’ as inferior- Take slaves for example, to this
day there is still a haunting image o f how poorly African Americans were treated and used as tabor tools, the same goes for the Chi
nese- Throughout the 1 8 6 0 ’s The Chinese were paid dirt cheap to build our railroad for us, and t h a t ’s about how we viewed their
lives; dirt cheap- Circumstances tike these are contributors as to why today we still have pre-formed opinions on people and where
they come from- However it is not too late to change, UJest expresses his thoughts by saying “ none o f us alone can save the nation
or world- But each o f us can make a positive difference i f we commit ourselves to do so-” (1 0 9 )- By keeping this attitu d e each day
can be a step in the right direction o f having the true meaning o f “equality” alive and well-

(Continued on page 45

In conclusion, it is dear th at racial boundaries have not been fully broken in the writing community As a country we have
fought for the equal opportunity for all races, and for the m ost p art we have succeeded■ Some may argue th at the racial boundaries
have been broken- find they have a point, on topics like voting rights and equality in everyday life• But by digging deeper and looking
below the surface, one can begin to see ju s t how "equal" we view other races• Take a look a t a work cited page on ju s t about any es
say, see how many authors are women, see how many are 'not white,' then maybe you can see th a t although viewed as equal through
aw, their works, ideas, and voice are not typically heard as equal- But why is th is? Could it be the "class" we associate races with, or
could it be as simple as the "home-training" Royster describes in her essay? Summing up, equality in accordance to race is not com
pletely throughout in the English discourse- Only then will we see all races have an "equal" voice, and stand in the writing communityI challenge you, next time you think you hear an “authentic” voice, to not think o f it as authentic but rather a voice like any other;
a voice th at is equalDork Cited
fimerican Psychological Association ( www-apa-org)
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The first day of summer football was the best time of the year to me. The journey to a new
season finally started, and it was glorious. The same sweaty smell of the locker room that would
wrinkle up your nose, I assumed it always smelled like that. The worn out jerseys, and scuffed hel
mets used years before. We stepped out onto the practice field, the grass soft as a blanket. It was
time for warm-ups. About half way through I felt a pop, and the pain like a sledge hammer slam
ming into my knee.
I cried, "My knee! My knee!"
The coach ran to me asking, "What's wrong, Wilhelm?"
"My knee popped!" I yelled,
"It looks like there is a big bulge on your thigh," he exclaimed.
So I was taken to the emergency room immediately. They laid me down on a bed I was still in excruciating pain. The doctor snatched my
unhurt leg by grabbing it right below the knee, and started to mess with it. All along he talked to me trying to calm me down, explaining I need to
take deep breathes.
He then grabbed the leg I had hurt, it was the worst pain I had ever experienced, I was screaming at the top of my lungs. He had to push
my knee cap about seven inches back down into place. He then gave me a doctor's name out of Oklahoma City, so I could get checked to see if I
needed surgery.
So after about a week of waiting I was taken to the doctor, he had me have and M.R.I. he then told me that this was the worst knee injury
he had ever seen in his entire life.
I then asked him, "Will I ever play football again?"
"You shouldn't be worried about football at this time, I'm worried about getting you to walk again."
My eyes filled with tears, I had never been more devastated. The thing I loved the most in this world was stripped away from me just like that.

Hew tc Make Your Baby Shine

by John Lewis

Dashing your car at home saves goo money, and saving money makes everybody happy
Here are a few tips and steps on how to wash your car at home First, you need to get all
•

o f your supplies th at you will need: bucket, sponge, towel, and o f course the main part
soap Secondly, you fill the bucket with water p u t
•

\

X

the soap in and swish it around, and then you take
the water hose and spray your cherry red /Ylustang
with water to get it w et Then, you take the
•

sponge with the soapy water and sta rt washing your
mustang Then, you dean the wheels and hood, for
•

example, you may have to take a brush and a little
elbow grease to get all the dried bugs o f f the front
that you have h it while driving find then, when you are all finished washing it, you take
•

the water hose again and wash o f f all o f the soap Lastly, you take the towel and dry o ff
•

the car and b u ff to a nice shine These are ju s t a few steps to save money and have a nice
•

clean c a r

tDeSHawna Smyth
Jn
JHandoa, England

Gold Buckle Dreams ~ by Lane Wilhelm
I’m, p o ttta g Lk t a^v<?l Ur’s 6
Tke jae^/W'i^u^vce scarfs a t 7 :0 0 ! To my s^ rp rU ^ j
my b u d ts Loaded Lk th e c W fe j a^wt /’m- ftr>t a u t, as / k^ast'C^ arau^w t juygLiny my
eyM epm ent Like a, c irc u s c l o m . Tk&r& ar& th in g s fiy in y o u t o f my bay a u d goeny
tu ery vvrh ic h way. T l\e estate btw
yed in y ab o ve th e cro w d , “ H urry y o u r ou/>
u p !” I sta n d Lk d ism a y , Lookiny a ro u n d a t my eyM epm ent scattered Like a W e a f
b££S Uu a forest. Ik. a u su al, situ a tio K l w o u ld \A*ear my h elm et a r d okapis alon y
wit h t h e rest o f my eq u ip m en t, b u t here l only h av e ju s t a few s^cm ^ts k? b& ready
omd 3 0 m in u tes o f th in y s to do. The ne^ct th in y I
knew , th e crow d roars
Loud t h a t It savu^ts tt/c&
fk^uv^ter. As tk-^ b u tt c^m es ro llin g Lk th u n d e r Lk ts
KamAZs a^vtfL ttgh ten in y Lk . h is
my h e art b e a t ts
rty tag k ? Loud, b u t i t m u st be ign o red . H is h id e ts as
black. as tk-& m id n ig h t shy. I stid e dow n up^w him ,
w ith ko fe a r Lk my eyes,. The b e iia r Lk h is voice beats
a tt ts a ti t h a t is su n y . I Looked up to h ear th e a u n o u n cer say l h a d j u t received a QO pt. sc a re . As l
w a d e d b a d . to th e pay w indow to pick. up my check.,
my mam, wahes m e u p, a r d I am, Lk a c o ld , ccrid
sw eat.
“Thanhs a Lcrt, Mom,” l said.
\

“ For w h at?” She repded.

TH E RAMP, THE W RECK, AND TH E REDHEAD ' RAVNEET CIIH O KER
remember my bike wreck like it was just 11 years ago. It was a warm, humid Houston day in the suburbs. I had just gotten done with home
work, and like usual, I hopped in my crocks and bolted out the door. It was an everyday thing on our street to be playing outside after getting released by our parental guardians. As soon as I stepped out, my ginger-headed friend Dustin was already setting up his homemade wood bike ramp.
One thing about Dustin was that he was a risk taker, always trying ridiculous things like lighting gasoline on his own driveway. Once I grabbed my
bike, Dustin looked up from his ill-made ramp and asked," Hey, you got any extra nails?" While I answered no, the question definitely alarmed me
"Is the ramp even ready?" I asked myself, but I ignored my instinct because the glory of flying through the air was irresistible, and instead I took a
slow start and jumped the ramp. When my bike tire connected, I felt the weak wood and terrible craftsmanship bend underneath my puny weight
Even though it was flimsy, it worked, so for the next few hours we were propping the ramp against sidewalks, driveways and anywhere else we
could attempt some "crazy stuff." Even though we had a few falls, we were still were pushing ourselves and the ramp to the limit.

PI"

: was around 8 o'clock and we were starting to wrap it up. I was about to head inside, exhausted from the riding, when Dustin yelled excitingly,"
Ravi, try this out!" Without care, he had moved the ramp seven yards away from the curb and challenged me to jump to the other side. My first
thought was "This red head is trying to kill me," but while I was pretty hesitant, i've never been known as a pansy. While weighing my options, I
inspected the distance. It was farther than anything I've ever attempted, but it was do-able So without wasting another minute, I decided to do it.
With sweaty palms, I backed up about thirty yards for space to build up speed, and without a moment to spare from daylight ending I headed
out. I remember asking myself if I had checked the ramp's integrity, but I decided to ignore my doubts. With my legs pumping, the bike started to
build up some real velocity. As I approached the ramp, I put my head down and got ready to fly off. I felt the myself lifting off the earth at a shallow angle, after that I don’t really remember anything. The only thing I remember is lying on the pavement holding my head wondering what went
wrong. I then reached for the top of my head and felt warm blood running across my fingertips. I had just started trying to get up when my mom
ran outside yelling at Dustin, somehow thinking he had something to do with it. After I groggily explained to my mom it wasn't his fault, she car
ried my injured self into the house so she could assess the damage. Luckily I didn't need stitches, but I did end up scarring up my knees pretty
badly, which I guess is my lesson for acting like a fugitive with nothing to lose. Needless to say, I never tried to jump another ramp after
that experience.

Got Gravity?

~ By Shane Raleigh

Som e people believe th at the w orld would be a better place if gravity d id n 't bold them down to the earth.
However, gravity is an essential factor in most everg aspect of life! G ravity is more than a force th at pulls people
into th eir shoesj gravity is a force that pulls two objects together. One mag think th at gravity can onlg reallg go so
far as to keep our solar sgstem together, but in all actuality, the entire Milkgwag Galaxg is held together bg a black
hole, a huge sphere of super-condensed m atter. G ravity is im portant for mang things, such as holding in our a t
mosphere, keeping our moon in place, and holding us in our solar sgstem.
O u r atmosphere is composed of gases and vapors which we breathe to stag alive. This a ir is made up of m ole
cules, and molecules have mass. Mass is attracted to more mass, which means th at the earth, a verg large mass, is
holding in the air, a still large but less dense mass. If the earth didn't have g ravity, then we would suffocate due to
lack of oxggen because all of it would float awag. Also im portant is the atm osphere’s ability to hold in the heat of
the sun. W ithout an atm osphere, the earth would be verg hot during the dag and extrem elg cold at night. O ur a t 
mosphere even protects us from meteors and harm ful UV rags. The rocks falling from the skg burn up due to fr ic 
tion, and m ost of the sun’s UV rags are absorbed bg ozone molecules (Rodriguez 1).
Sure, it is fun to have oxggen for the birds, but gravity does much more than hold things together. In the in 
stance of the moon, gravity prevents the axis of the earth from tilting. W ithout the moon, Barth's rotation pattern
would be unpredictable (Foing 7 -8 ). Mars, a planet with two verg sm all moons, has a verg unstable axis. It has been
observed th at the polar icecaps of Mars have actuallg been shifting around, sometimes being found on the planet’s
(Continued on page 53)

equator. A n o ther amazing factor about the m oon ’s gravity is th at it tugs on the ocean. W ithout the m oon ’s push
and p u ll, the ocean would no longer have tidal zones for intertidal animals to live in. Like children are attracted to
candy, the seas will shift closer to the moon.
The moon may prove useful in m any ways, but the sun’s g ra v ity, which is extrem ely im portant to our solar
system , does much better by far. Ju s t as a heat lamp warm s eggs, the sun provides energy for the earth. But w ith 
out the sun, how would this planet fair? W ithout the sun, the earth would literally be a chunk of ice, perpetually
drifting through space, plunged into perm anent darkness because the universe is expanding. The other galaxies and
stars are skittering away, and we don’t have the necessary speed to catch up to them. If there was still life on sub
zero earth, then it would have to shovel frozen gases into a fire ju s t to have air to breathe!
The earth is an amazing place, but none of it would be as beautiful as it is w ithout gravity. This planet would
be a dull world w ithout the vivid colors, but thankfully, there is such a thing as gravity. Rejoice in this! Be jo yfu l in
the fact th at ground travel is even possible! Pause to smell the rosy scent in the crisp air, to splash in the high tide
of the deep, blue ocean, to bask in the w arm th of the blazing sunlight. The world is a grand place with grand p eo
ple, and it is all held together by the force exerted by mass. There is one downside to gravity, however ; falling and
bashing a knee on the sidewalk.
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Par for the Course ~ M ieah W aters
Since the dawn of time, man has been throwing rocks at things for fun. That all changed some
time in the 15th century when the Scottish had a world-changing idea. They discovered that by hitting;
ball with a bent stick, fun could be had. This fun came to be known as golf. Golf is like a box of choco
lates, a person never knows what he or she is going to receive. Although the game of golf has changed
over time, the reasons for playing have remained: to relax, to compete, and to avoid expiration.
Now, do not get me wrong, golf can be a frustrating sport, perhaps more aggravating than any.
There are infamous professional golfers who have broken clubs after a bad shot, such as Tiger Woods
and Rory Mcllroy (2 Examples). At the same time, however, one falls into a state of tranquility and solitude. Alone, beholding nature’s wonders,
surrounded by greenery no photo shop can imitate blue skies that make a person gaze involuntarily, it’s an uplifting feeling. One’s appreciation for
life, and everything we’re fortunate to have, will be clearly visible in his or her face. After a few holes, nothing is better than relaxing under a tree,
drinking a cold pop, and taking in the view.
Unlike America’s three main sports, golf is not a team sport. It’s one person scrabbling against every other person. That’s why golf is so
competitive. Not only do players compete against other people but with themselves. A person always has to hit a better shot than before. It becomes
addicting. It sure gets the juices flowing. Playing for something, whether it’s money, bragging rights, or a giant golden trophy, will cause
someone’s ability to go into either fight or flight (mode?). That means a person will either rise to the occasion and play like he or she has no weak
nesses, or they will plunge into a hole and struggle. Golf reveals true character and competitive nature.
Everyone gets old and feeble. Golf is to middle-aged fat men as middle-aged fat men is to drinking beer. When there’s one, there’s the oth
er. Playing golf can act as a medicine, though. I see seventy to eighty- year-olds playing golf every week. It helps them stay active while not hurt
ing their bodies. I see old farts walking the course. I don’t even do that! It may be an odd way of saying it, but it’s true: Golf helps people avoid ex
piration. Golf is like a refrigerator, and a golfer is like milk. A person can’t avoid “expiration,” but golf can prolong it, much like milk will get old
and chunky unless it’s in the fridge.
This all means that golf is a big part of life. "Golf is the most fun you can have without taking your clothes off,” says Tiger Woods in
Men’s Golf Magazine. Golf gives a person the fulfillment he or she needs in his or her life. It is the binding that bring us together. So, play golf.
Play golf to relax, play golf to compete, and just play golf for fun, but most of all, play golf to not turn in to chunky milk.
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Pave the Way

~

By W iley M ason

Every human being comes to a point in his or her life, when he or she is faced with two choices. In this
case the individual has the option to pave the way, or to take the simpler, more efficient route and build san
dals. There are many opportunities when people are faced with two options and have to make a decision.
Many people, at first thought, would chose to build sandals, which in some instances would not be bad. They
would
be faster, easier, and more efficient to build. Some people can argue that taking the "easy way" is simply lazy. The biggest downside
to building sandals is that only one person will benefit from them. By paving a path, not only is this helping oneself but also it is very
beneficial to the rest of humanity. Not only can the individual who paved the road use it, but also everybody else in society can use it. A
paved road will endure harsh conditions and will last longer; in the end it would save money and time as a whole. There are many situ
ations in life when one can pave a road or build sandals.
Sometimes when an individual wants to exceed everybody else or simply needs a quick fix, sandals would be beneficial. When
competing with someone and a person is faced with the option to pave a road, which would help your competitor along with the build
er, or build sandals, which would only benefit the builder, the smart choice would be to build sandals. By building sandals it gives the
builder an edge or an advantage. By obtaining the advantage, the builder will be more successful at the competition. Times that paving
the road would be expedient would be when there is not a competition and it could help many people. Paving the way would be
viewed as unselfish, whereas building sandals could be viewed as selfish or self-centered.
Many people have different things that motivate them. Some people are motivated by their own personal gain, which again can
be viewed as selfish or smart. For many people, their motivation includes their friends, family, and other people they care about. There
are a few people that go a little further and not only care about themselves, friends, families, and other people they care about, but
also complete strangers. These are the people that keep faith in humanity alive.
There are many opportunities when people are faced with two options and have to make a decision. People to
day may overlook how one small decision can greatly affect not only him or her, but others around him or her.
One can only hope that they make the right decision.
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The Renaissance is not only a time period that roughly spanned from the fourteenth to the seventeenth century but also the idea of reform and politico
rebirth. The Renaissance began in Italy, and eventually spread to the rest of Europe. The time period between the fourteenth and seventeenth centu
ries marked a large movement in humanistic art, political reform, and academic scholarly. The Renaissance was the start of a large cultural advance from
the middle ages. The word Renaissance was first used and defined by a French historian known by the name of Jules Michelet. Many famous artists and
scholars came from this time period such as Leonardo da Vinci and Michelangelo. Some of the most inspiring works of art came from this time period,
such as the Mona Lisa, The Last Supper, and Vitruvian Man. There are many different aspects to the Renaissance and its meaning, but one thing that is
inevitable is the fact that the Renaissance had and still has a huge impact on life today.
( J ’f ie .
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Beginning around the fourteenth century, there was a large scale cultural movement that swept across Europe with the movement starting in
Italy. The movement had completely spread across Europe by the sixteenth century and influenced art, philosophy, politics, and many other aspects of
life. Without the Renaissance, life as we, the people, know it today would be completely different.
r f iib t o ’u j' o f th e . ( f t & n a ib b a n c e

The Renaissance began in the fourteenth century and continued through the seventeenth century. The word Renaissance comes from the French
language meaning "rebirth" (Gascoigne, 2003). The beginning of the Renaissance was marked by the fall of the Roman Empire in early eight hundred
years before the fourteenth century. Europe had been mostly dependent on Rome as far as their advancements in science, math, and technology. When
Rome fell, Europe entered the time known as the "middle ages," which was a motionless or stagnant time period between 542 CE and the fourteenth cen
tury. During this time period people became timid due to the Lords and Kings that ran society by force. By the fourteenth century, epidemics, such as
the Black Plague, wreaked havoc on much of the European population. Because of the amount of deaths caused by the Black Plague, workers were in
short supply. As a result of the lack of workers, wages that employers had to pay rose with the demand for workers. Higher wages allowed many peas
ants to move higher up in the social classes. This in turn contributed to the rise of wealthy merchants, which would provide the money, resources, and
the motivation for the Renaissance to begin (Brown, 2006).
'C / ia n g e b i n

t f o c ie t g d u x in g , t h e ( J { & n a ib b a n c e
(Continued on page 5

The social change during the Renaissance was slow but steady. By the end of the Renaissance, almost every characteristic of European life had
been altered in some way. One of the biggest changes came with the idea of humanism. Humanism was an intellectual movement that instilled an attitude
of live for today as opposed to the Middle Age belief that life was something that was to be suffered through by most people. Art was another large
area during the Renaissance that underwent extensive changes. This time period produced many great artists such as, Leonardo da Vinci, Donatello and
Michelangelo. These artists looked back to the Greek civilization for inspiration and ideas. One of the most famous paintings, The Mona Lisa, was creat
ed by Leonardo da Vinci himself. Science, another large aspect of the Renaissance, was largely modified and studied during the Renaissance time period.
Famous scientists emerged such as Nicholas Cusanua, Galileo Galilei, Tycho Brahe, and Johannes Kepler (Brown, 2006).

(’f e U o n a t r f l n a L p i S
At the beginning of my research, I knew very little about the Renaissance and what impacts it had on life today. After doing research and learn
ing from my gathered research, I personally believe that there is much to be learned from this time period. All aspects of life as we know it today would
be different without the Renaissance (Wikipedia, 2013).
’C o n c l u s i o n

The time period from the fourteenth century to the seventeenth century marked many important improvements in science, art, literature, and
politics. Many influential people also came from this time period, people such as Leonardo da Vinci, Donatello, and Michelangelo. One thing that cannot be
argued is the fact that the Renaissance has a huge impact on life today.
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‘White it may 6e common in ‘Western Oklahoma to haulan or
phaned catf in the ca6 o f your truest his was afirst fo r me. M
‘ y
famity and I had 6een at the river when we noticed a catf crying
fo r its momma. It looked as i f it hadn I eaten in weeks and was on
the verge o f dying. ‘We soonfound out that its mothergave 6irth
to twins and only toof to one of them. ‘We didn't have it in our
hearts tojust leave the poor suffering catf there 6ecause we knew
she would more than tikety die. So when we got ready to leavefo r
the day we loaded her up in the 6acfseat o f the pick-up, it was
the only option we had. It was
a6out an hour drive to get 6acfhome 6ut itfett tike it toof a decade,
dhe tittle catf was terrified 6ecause she wasn'tfamiliar with riding
inside a vehicte. (By the time we made it home I ended up with a 150
pound catf sitting right on top o f my tap. dhis tittle catf 6ecame
known as Sue and she is the sweetest tittle catfyou coutd ever meet.
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I grew up south o f Cheyenne, Ok, in the middle o f the country. I lived with my mother, father, and
older sister. We lived in a double-wide trailer house right next to my grandpa- The trailer house had 3 bed
rooms, 2 1/ 2 b^ths, g small office, a large living room and 3 missive kitchen. I would consider my childhood
nary except for my father's absence. My dad labored in the oilfield and made pretty decent money, but he never

gave my

mom a dime o f it. My dad was an alcoholic and a drug addict. He wasn't there the majority o f my childhood. My mom worked
three jobs to make ends meet. She worked at Great Plains Bank in Sayre, LaDonna's Liquor Store in Elk City, and she has a billing
service for the oilfield on the side. My sister and I didn't lack the things we needed or wanted. My mom made sure we had every
thing we desired. My dad would be gone for weeks at a time, and we didn't ever know where he was or when he was going to be
com ing back. I remember when I was 6 years old, it was my birthday and my d^d wasn't there. I asked my mom
"Why isn't dad here, he is going to miss my birthday cake that I made all by m yself’"
"Your dad is at work and Will be here tomorrow for your actual birthday, and we can celebrate again with him."
The next day he didn't show up. My sister and I got used to not even caring if he was there. On Christmas on year my d^d was
actually there, but he sat in his recliner passed out from drinking, it was almost like he wasn't even there. This was my childhood
knowing my father but never really caring if he was there or not. My mom and dad divorced in 2 0 0 6 when I moved to Sayre with
my sister and my mom. We rented a small 2 bedroom house where I shared a room with my mom. My dad never came to visit, he
would always call me and ask:
"When are you going to come out and see me?"
"Why should I take the time to come see you when you are always high?"
"I',
I

your father and you should do what I say."
would just get mad and hang up on him. It went on like this for years. On my 14-th birthday he promised me
that he would take my best friend and me out to the movies and dinner. When that day arrived I waited for
(Continued on page 61)
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f c ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------him to call me o f show up, but he nevef did. I tfie4 calling him but o f co in se he didn't answer me. A few days after, I
called him to see what his excuse was fof blowing me off.
He picked up "Why are you calling me, I'm trying to sleep?" He sgid"You nevef came and got me on my birthday of even called to cancel, you'fe my dad and you promised

me som e-

thing and I didn't even get a call from you!"

He started to yell something at me and I just got mad and hung up. Thfee months went by and on Decembef 15, 2 0 0 8 my
mothef woke me up telling me that my dad was in a caf crash and was dead. We drove to Cheyenne Hospital, just my mom and I.
My sistef despised my d^d and didn't want to go. She told my mom "I'm happy that he's dead-" When I arrived the nufse to o k me
back to see my dad, it was the wofst thing I had evef seen. Thefe was my dad lying on a table frozen, when he cfashed he couldn't
get out o f the vehicle and died o f hypothefmia. I walked ovef to him, kissed his cheek, and said "I love you daddy and I'm soffy." I
walked away, I couldn't take it anymofe.
A t his funeral, I wrote a poem for him telling him that he wasn't perfect and neithef was I, but I loved him anyways. The fu
neral was a hard thing to go through with evefyone hugging me and telling me he was a good man and that he loved me vefy
much. I couldn't help thinking to myself what kind o f decent man spends all his children's childhood too drunk and high to even
spend Christmas with them. I was mad that he never apologized to me for not being there for me when I was young. I was only 14when he died, that was the time when I needed him the most and he wasn't there for me.
For the next couple o f years, I experimented with drugs and alcohol to try to understand why he would pick that over me. I
never understood- I have learned through my father's death that life is too short and even when someone can ignore you your
whole life, they still need to be forgiven. I forgave my d^d in 2 0 1 0 when my boyfriend's father passed away and
memories to remember him by. My father might not have been the ultimate dad, but he was still my father. I
and miss appallingly. I will never hold a grudge on anyone again because l never know when he might decide
get into a car crash and leave me too.
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My son Alex had trouble with school until the most effective teacher I have ever had the pleasure of meeting
took him under her wing. I will be forever grateful to Mrs. Martin for everything she did for him.
Mrs. Martin was a retired army officer. She was teaching elementary school kids because she genuinely
loved what she did. She saw traits in Alex that reminded her of her own kids and hand picked him to be in her class that year be
cause she knew she could help him. Alex’s biggest problem was staying on task, and she created and kept to a strict schedule
with the kids so that they knew what they were supposed to be doing every minute of the day. Alex is really meticulous about things
and generally falls into a type-A personality. For him, that strict routine was a huge game changer and just what he needed to keep
him on task.
My son also has a talking problem, as in talks non-stop including while he’s asleep. Every teacher thus far has constantly tried
to get him to be quiet and has punished him for his running mouth. Mrs. Martin’s daughter had the same problem, so she had seen
how most teachers considered it a distraction and would come down on talkative students. She was a huge advocate of channeling
that glibness towards more productive things. Instead of giving Alex opportunities to speak out of turn in class, she would set him up
as a “mentor" to students who needed extra attention so he could talk his head off explaining how to do an assignment without inter
rupting the class. It was brilliant!
Another huge reason I fell in love with her was her push on reading. Alex didn’t like reading much because he never had any
thing to read that interested him. Once she noticed this, she brought him some books from her kids’ collections that were their favor
ites at his age. The books were a little advanced for him at the time, but she helped him through the tough, and he found some that he
genuinely enjoyed. He quickly became addicted to “Diary of a Wimpy Kid” books and a few others and started to devour every one he
could get ahold of. With Mrs. Martin’s help, we created a reward system to keep him reading as much as possible, and it’s still a major
success!
Most importantly, her absolute love and passion was to help these kids become everything they potentially could be. No one in
her class was deemed a troublemaker. No one in her class was held up above the others nor was anyone left behind. She cared
so much for each and every one of her students and made it a point to find what worked for all of them and to get their families on
board with how best to help them succeed with other teachers in the future. We had a very close relationship with
her, and I imagine she was the same with all of the parents of her students.
Mrs. Martin was a one-in-a-million teacher who turned my child from a difficult child to the top reader of the
school and the student of the month twice in the year after. It was all thanks to the solid foundation she laid for Alex
and for the freedom to be himself that she cultivated. Never has a teacher been more effective.
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